apparent. Orientalism as articulated by Edward Said can be briefly defined as a "Western style for dominating, restricting, and having authority over the Orient." (Said quoted in Harlow & Carter, 1999:49) . Arabs and Asians are the primitive "Others". It appears in all manner of cinema from independent art films to Hollywood blockbusters (Bernstein & Studlar, 1997) . The Black Tent flashes back to the North African campaign so it frequently gets lumped in with the British World War II genre film. It also bears the distinction of being the first British film to actually use the landscape locations of Libya, thus presaging the desert vistas of later British and American films, most notably Lawrence of Arabia (1962) . Bengazi (The normal English spelling is Benghazi with an h. Hollywood at the time assumed that American audiences did not need any confusion so the h is omitted.) , though a lesser film technically and artistically, marks the cinematic journey of the actor Victor McLaglen from The Lost Patrol (1934) to Bengazi (1955) , his career encapsulating the beginning and end of the Hollywood British Empire film genre. The film also offers an interesting contrast in character between a swaggering American (Richard Conti) and a dull, if dogged police inspector and servant of the British Empire played by Richard Carlson, a trope that is found in many British Empire in peril films form the 1950s and 1960s, indicating a loss of masculine control. Both films involve dramatic journeys into the deserts of Libya. In The Black Tent it is a British man looking for his missing in action brother who finds his son instead, the product of a wartime romance with a Bedouin woman. Bengazi features a daughter from Dublin who searches for, and finally finds, her long gone, dissolute, immoral Irish father (McLaglen) who now owns a bar in Benghazi. There is then another journey into the desert in search of Arab gold.
Redemptive endings mark the narratives in The Black Tent and Bengazi as well, containing a small degree of contrition as well as what can be interpreted as some recognition of the Arab experience.
The Desert War between the Germans and the British has always been viewed differently from the other theaters of World War II invoking more nostalgia, adventure, exoticism, romance, and intrigue, from the iconic song Lili Marlene to the larger than life military figures like Rommel and Montgomery. The harshness of the desert environment itself became the common enemy of soldiers on both sides creating a bond between enemies that did not exist on the other fronts of World War II. Aside from Britain's "finest hour" between June 1940 and June 1941 when Britain stood alone against the Nazis, and perhaps the "battle for the Atlantic", few military victories evoke more reverence in Britain than the desert battle of El Alamein. The changing cinematic representation of these events in subsequent years have done so much to shape and encourage the type of remembrance for different generations. British World War II films had to mask a new reality for the post-1945 British Empire. After the war Britain had an exhausted economy and a rapidly disintegrating colonial empire. Britain found its role in the world permanently diminished (Thomas, 2014; Lewis, 1978 ). Yet, despite this retreat from Empire, the British in 1947 still thought in terms of strengthening their imperial connections with "…Jordan and Libya …likely to fill the strategic gap left by Palestine (Thomas, 2014) . Keeping this in mind, and given the large number of British veterans who had served in the North African campaign, the greenlighting of a film dealing with that campaign, and its aftermath in Libya in the early 1950s, by a major British film studio should come as no surprise. Morell and Donald Pleasance. Bryan Forbes and Robin Maugham provided the story and screenplay. Michael Atkinson writing for TCM terms the film an "odd duck" (Atkinson, 2012) .
That is the case because the film does not fit into one of the three categories that historian Wendy Webster identified for British 1950s films about war and empire. The first category, the World War II film, provided "an image of British male Heroism set in the recent past." The Second Category, British films about contemporary colonial wars include such films as Safari (1956) dealing with the Mau Mau revolt in Kenya or The Planter 's Wife (1952) which was set during the postwar communist insurgency in Malaya. This category represented a "loss of British male authority and the end of empire." A third strand involved atavistic throw-back imperial films such as Zoltan Korda's Storm Over the Nile (1955) , which celebrated the old imperial ethic, attempting to avoid any concerns about the end of empire by being placed in the 19 th century (Webster, 2001 ).
Using Webster's schema The Black Tent can be viewed as a hybrid of the first and second categories. Even the film's press book "communicated some mixed messages to exhibitors":
The press book went so far as to state 'But this is not a war film---and it emerges as a major entertainment. This disclaimer concedes that some viewers might…see The Black Tent as a war film, and some of the suggested promotional activities were consistent with those adopted for other 1950s British films associated with the genre. In addition to beauty contests at local dance halls with contestants wearing yashmaks (The double veil or covering for the face worn by Moslem women when in public.), the press book suggested other activities such as foyer displays of the memorabilia from the North African campaign involving ex-members of the tank regiments who served in Tripoli in promotional activities, and inviting high ranking military officers to opening night screenings (Stollery, 2010) .
Martin Stollery concludes that, "The alliance between a British officer and Libyan
Bedouins avoids complicating the popular memory of the Second World War in a way that involving Indian, African, or West Indian troops, aspiring to postwar independence, might have done" (Stollery, 2010 Without hesitation he chooses the desert and his Bedouin way of life. In fact he burns the paper granting him the estate in England. Reviewer James Jennings for Film 4 concluded that you could explain this movie "In a nutshell": "Sit enthralled as a Westerner and an Arab actually decide to make love, not war. (Jennings) . More cutting are these two blog posts from current British viewers in the IMDb Reviews and Rating:
It's the kind of nothing movie the BBC used to broadcast on a Sunday afternoon when it knew half the nation would be snoozing in front of the box after a full Sunday roast (Joey the Brit).
The only thing that must have stopped this from bombing at the box office was the novelty for the cinema-going public in grey, smog-ridden 1950s Britain of seeing 'real'. 'desert' 'sand in color, something they could have done on the sea front at Clacton or Bournemouth (Christopher Heath from UK). In fact the orientalist spectacle provided by the film did not escape film reviewers in 1956: "…the bright blue skies, yellow sands, palms, and classical ruins of the Vistavision desert scenes, and a Bedouin wedding sequence, give you your money's worth visually."
Over the years much has been made about The Black Tent being in some ways a precursor to David Lean's great desert epic Lawrence of Arabia (1962) . Certainly the cinematography in VistaVision and Technicolor shows the vastness and beauty of the desert.
Indeed producer William MacQuitty viewed the film as mainly a "visual drama" which demanded an outstanding cinematographers such as Desmond Dickenson (MacQuitty, 1991:318 (Shaheen, 2015:116) .
Any concerns about miscegenation raised by the film among a race conscious British public in the 1950s were dissipated by the long standing orientalist romantic and sexual tropes associated with the exotic Orient. Also the fact that the Bedouin woman Mabrouka ben Yussef was played by a European actress further deflected any outrage at black-white relations being portrayed on the screen (Cowans, 2015) . The continuing appeal of romantic fantasies about the East or Orient also explain why Daoud's decision to stay there also seemed attractive as witness this review: "Their son, faced with the awful prospect of going back to England with dreary old Donald Sinden, decides to stay in the colorful desert background which is the best thing in the movie." (Johnson, 1956:2 as a respectful and expertly handled tribute to The British Soldier." (Richards, 1973: 173-174 (Shaheen, 2015:335) . The photogenic rolling sand dunes in the film do not match the dry terrain in Mesopotamia (Iraq) and it is never climatic machine ejaculations aren't an officer's fierce triumph, but a dead man's scabrous spasms" (Croce, 1994:1) . Gilmore also has a machine gun fetish, calling the gun "Baby", and saying "speak to me, Baby", while he keeps the Arab at bay with it, "They don't like Baby talk."
He eventually runs out of ammunition. At the end of The Lost Patrol the only one of the twelve to be rescued by British troops is the sergeant (McLaglen), whose emotions ran from the utter futility of this war to the primitive joy of killing Arabs.
In the The film also makes clear that the disreputable, sleazy character Shelby late of the British 8 th Army did jail time for assaulting a Bedouin, making his death at their hands as something that seems justified. However, the likelihood of American or British soldiers in North Africa being punished for assaulting or even killing Arabs in North Africa during World War II would have been highly unlikely. American soldiers were known to shoot Arabs for sport (Atkinson, 2007:169) . And the fact that Shelby had killed a British intelligence officer who was undercover as an Arab certainly factored more in his deserved death than assaulting real Arabs. guys'? Who were the 'bad guys'"? (Cowans, 2015:13) . In their ambivalence about colonialism these two films may have moved beyond the cartoonish depictions of Arabs found in A Yank in
Both cinematic conclusions of

